
Avocor for Government & Public Sector.   Engage, Inform, and Enhance Communication



Avocor interactive display solutions are designed to help teams 

communicate more effectively and expedite decision making. 

From communicating vital, real-time information in Command 

and Control, creating a more collaborative environment for 

Government teams or delivering training in a vivid and engaging 

way, our solutions make you more efficient and effective.

G , W Series and Google  

Meet Series One Board 65  

TAA approved options available.



From emergency services teams and law enforcement to justice 
departments, Avocor has a range of interactive, collaboration solutions 
to simplify how teams work together.

Avocor’s secure and robust interactive displays are designed with a 
locked-down operating system, providing an enhanced level of data 
protection. This security feature prevents side loading of applications 
and ensures no unauthorized changes can be made to the boards, 
significantly reducing the risk of data breaches.

With customizable settings, Avocor FUSE puts total control in your 
hands. Manage and deliver secure integration of your Avocor displays 
across your network, make updates as necessary, and monitor usage to 
maximize return on investment.

Avocor displays don’t require any proprietary applications or special 
operating system, enabling your teams to collaborate more effectively 
with whatever they already use every day, quickly bringing interaction 
and whiteboarding sessions to a new level in every meeting.

Featuring the very latest touch technology, our displays deliver a 
smooth annotation experience, enabling users to ink over a range of 
applications including maps, video and PDFs as well as the ability to 
bring interactivity into their UC environments on Teams, Zoom or 
Google Meet video calls.

Future proof your investment with our 5 year advanced exchange 
warranty on TAA approved models.

Streamline Communication and Collaboration



Edge-To-Edge Display 

Stunning sleek design with 4” bezel-free frame

USB-Type C 

Ideal for BYOD, the single cable connects 4K, 
video, audio, USB touch, Ethernet and power 

Power Saving  

Built-in sensors turn the display on when  
you walk into the room and off when you’re  

not there

Pen on Paper Feel 

Enjoy an accurate and precise writing and 
annotation experience that is as intuitive as 

putting pen to paper

Object Recognition,  
Palm Rest and Rejection 

Switch easily from pen to finger with palm rest and 
rejection for a more natural experience 

Avocor UiQ   

A dynamic user interface with on-display touch 
that enables users to use the display without 

requiring a remote control 

Avocor G Series  

The perfect solution for heavy collaboration environments such  
as emergency planning and disaster recovery, the Avocor G Series works  
with any type of meeting platform and integrates seamlessly with any  
type of hardware.  

65” 75” 85”

Includes 5 year advanced  
exchange warranty

Product highlights Product highlights 

Download specs



Avocor W Series  

The Avocor W Series is the right solution for small meeting rooms and 
huddle spaces and is the ideal platform to create the perfect video 
collaboration environment.   

Includes 5 year advanced  
exchange warranty

All-in-One Design

Features integrated camera, microphone  
array and built-in speakers 

USB-Type C 

Ideal for BYOD, the single cable connects 4K, 
video, audio, USB touch, Ethernet and power 

Perfect for Group Collaboration  

Advanced inking capabilities, optically
bonded, anti-fingerprint and anti-glare glass

enables an enhanced group collaboration 
experience at the display

Object Recognition 

Display technology recognizes the difference 
between palm, finger and pen, and has palm 

rejection capabilities, delivering a  
smoother transition

Product highlights 
55”

Download specs



Avocor E Series  

The Avocor E series is a feature-rich solution at an affordable price point. It 
incorporates cutting edge technology that delivers up to 20 ultra-fast touch points 
and includes edge-swipe functionality for a tablet-like experience but  
on a large display.

Includes 3 year advanced 
exchange warranty

Avocor UiQ   

A dynamic user interface with on-display touch 
that enables users to use the display without 

requiring a remote control 

Object Recognition 

Display technology recognizes the difference 
between palm, finger and pen, delivering a 

smoother transition 

No Parallax Digital Inking   

Zero gap glass surface with anti-glare and anti-
fingerprint coating delivering a crisp, clear image 

with smooth inking

USB-Type C 

Ideal for BYOD, the single cable connects 4K, 
video, audio, USB touch, Ethernet and power 

Product highlights Product highlights 
55” 65” 75” 86”

Download specs



Avocor L Series  

Built to keep pace with innovations like Microsoft Signature Teams Rooms, 
the L Series allows users to take full advantage of larger display real estate 
for features like Front Row.  The 21:9 displays provide 33% more screen 
space than traditional 16:9, empowering your teams to be more collaborative 
and productive by easily showcasing content and enabling the ability to 
interact with many applications at once.

Ultra-wide 105” Displays
Unique 21:9 aspect ratio for increased 

usable area

5K Ultra HD
Stunning 5K resolution for crisp image

detail and annotation accuracy 

Touch and Non-Touch Options 
Interactive and non touch display solutions to suit 

every business need

Touch Model Enhanced Features 
Leading edge PCAP technology with  

40 points of touch

Sleek Design
Ultra-thin bezel with edge-to-edge glass

Intel OPS PC Slot 
Expanded functionality allows you to integrate 
your PC with your interactive display through  

a single connection

Wireless Connectivity
Quickly connect, share and interact

Includes VESA Mount

Product highlights 
105”

Download specs
Includes 1 year  

limited warranty



Download specs

Google Meet Series 
One Board 65 by Avocor  

This 65” all-in-one Google Meet device is purposefully designed 
for enhanced face-to-face or virtual team collaboration, with digital 
whiteboarding, video conferencing, and an intelligent noise cancelation 
feature that hones in on language rather than disruptive sounds. 

Includes 3 year advanced 
exchange warranty

Product highlights 

65”

Quick Start
   Instantly start your meetings 

with one touch to join

Crystal Clear Clarity
Built-in 12MP wide-angle auto-focus camera  

and True Voice® noise cancellation functionality

All Glass Surface
 Lag-free anti-fingerprint glass delivers a 

smooth annotation experience

USB-C Connection
Get instant and easy access to your content 

and take control of the camera, microphone and speaker

Jamboard App Cpabilities 
Designed for team collaboration and 

enhanced brainstorming sessions

Google Admin Console 
Remote management of all deployed devices, 

and access to Google Meet analytics



Avocor CollabTouch™

CollabTouch™ delivers an exceptional interactive experience in your meeting 
spaces with your UC Platform of choice. With options suitable  
for both small and large meeting rooms, anyone attending the meeting  
will experience crystal-clear audio and video, whether present in the room or 
joining remotely. 

In partnership with
 

Camera + Audio

Featuring premium audio, video 
 and speaker all-in-one

Plug-and-Play  

 Power both the Logitech bar and Avocor display 
with one unified power assembly

4K Displays
   Zero gap glass surface with anti-glare and anti-
fingerprint coating delivering a crisp, clear image 

with smooth inking

Quick Start
   Works with major UC video apps, Microsoft 

Teams, Zoom and RingCentral

Product highlights 
55” 65” 75” 86”85”

Includes 5 year advanced 
exchange warranty Download specs




